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The legacy of a cultural visionary  

Paul Brickhill, who died in October, was known to many BZS members as the founder of the 

Book Café in Harare, and its umbrella body Pamberi Trust. Fred Zindi pays tribute to his 

contribution to liberation, culture and artistic freedom.  

 

I was formally introduced to Paul Brickhill by musician-cum-journalist David Ndoro in 2001 

at the Book Café in Fife Avenue where David and Miriam Mandipira, my former Zimbabwe 

College of Music student, had invited me to come and watch Luck Street Blues performing. I 

had first seen saxophonist Paul Brickhill on television in the 1980s when he was a member of 

the Solidarity Band. I remember making this remark to Paul when we got talking, “In this 

country, very few Rhodies want to play with Blacks. I have only seen Keith Farquarson who 

played keyboards with Comrade Chinx and then Ilanga do that,” and he responded with: 

“Please don’t call me Rhodie. I would rather be called comrade. Yes I have a white skin but I 

am a war veteran and I fought in the liberation war against the Smith regime. I deliberately 

included Blacks in my band because music has the power to make men forget their differences 

and come together.” 

 

Paul Brickhill did not leave behind a legacy alone, he left something much more real and alive 

than that. He left a family, one that spans genres, disciplines and ideologies, one that greatly 

defines our generation of live art and culture in the capital – Dikson, Kalabashmedia.com 

 

I thought that was very philosophical. I did not debate this issue any more and I did not 

question his credentials thereafter. It was not until this year on Tuesday, August 19
th

 at the 

Solidarity concert [for Paul] organised by Oliver Mtukudzi and Sam Mataure that his brother, 

Jeremy,  reminded  me  of  those  credentials.   He  said:  “Fred,  when  you  write  about  Paul,  
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The legacy of a cultural visionary 
continued from page 1 

 

remember to include the fact that he and I were 

war veterans, and that we put together our 

demob [demobilisation] money to start 

Grassroots Books which Paul eventually 

expanded to Book Café.” I agreed but 

somehow did not write about it until now. It 

was difficult to write everything about 

someone who has such a rich curriculum vitae. 

 

Paul Brickhill, who played with many bands 

including Luck Street Blues, had had a long 

love affair with the arts in Southern Africa 

since his youth, which gave him the special gift 

to understand the unique needs of artistes and 

the complexities of the industry in Zimbabwe. 

Also a great visionary and equipped with a 

skilled team of arts and venue managers, 

Brickhill’s passion and unique understanding 

of artistes’ needs grew the Book Café from a 

humble café with a few music acts, to one of 

the most popular performing arts platforms in 

the country, which has come to be known 

widely in the world and saluted by artistes from 

all over the planet.  

 

The arts are by definition untidy. Talent erupts 

in unlikely places, at inconvenient times. Yet it 

is this stimulus that drives the arts, more 

critical than ever to basic freedoms and social 

cohesion. If the arts are to be a vital force in 

the life of the nation, we must accept 

responsibility to nurture diversity, identify and 

sustain emerging talent, manage creativity 

professionally and purposefully build 

community participation in the arts. –  Pamberi 

Trust brochure 

 

Paul Roger Brickhill died in Johannesburg. He 

was 56 years old. He was diagnosed with 

cancer in July this year and passed away on 

October 3
rd

. Comrade Brickhill was born in 

1958 and grew up in Harare. This is the time 

when the liberation war was intensifying 

rapidly. Like his elder brother, Jeremy, Paul 

refused to serve in the Rhodesian army and 

escaped from the country to join the liberation 

struggle in 1976. He joined ZAPU in exile and 

immediately volunteered to serve in ZIPRA 

where Jeremy was already serving. During his 

service in ZIPRA intelligence he undertook 

many dangerous undercover operations and 

was a fearless revolutionary cadre. An extract 

from his cv released by his family reads:  

 

“Following independence in 1980, Paul 

began his life-long career promoting culture 

in Zimbabwe, founding the country’s first 

progressive bookshop – Grassroots Books – 

in 1981 and subsequently its associated sister 

publishing company, Anvil Press. Together 

with his first wife, Pat Brickhill, he played a 

leading role in developing Zimbabwean 

publishing and bookselling. He was elected 

Chairperson of the Zimbabwe Book 

Publishers Association in 1991 and served on 

the Board of the Zimbabwean International 

Book Fair for the following ten years. 

Together with colleagues in other African 

countries, he co-founded the two major 

African publishing organisations – the 

African Publishers Network (APNET) and 

the Pan-African Booksellers Association.” 

 

At the same time, Paul pursued his own 

personal journey as a musician, establishing a 

series of bands during the 1980s, including the 

popular Solidarity Band, which featured 

several young musicians who were destined to 

find fame as the Bhundu Boys. Paul’s 

saxophone travelled across the whole country 

in those years, most usually to be found in the 

poorer working class township pubs and clubs. 

In later years he and the legendary jazz 

guitarist David Ndoro founded Luck Street 

Blues, playing almost one thousand live shows 

in the years 1995-2005.  

continued on page 3 
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The legacy of a cultural visionary 
continued from page 2 

 

Paul and his brother Jeremy also played an 

important role during these years supporting 

ANC and Umkhonto we Sizwe operations 

launched from Zimbabwe, hosting ANC cadres 

and providing logistical support to the South 

African liberation struggle. Their activities led 

to the car bomb attack on Jeremy Brickhill by 

apartheid agents in 1987. They later confessed 

that they had been confused by the identities 

and tactics of the two brothers and were not 

sure which one to attack first.  

 

In 1997 Paul expanded the original Grassroots 

Books concept into a multi-dimensional artistic 

vision involving music, theatre, film, literature, 

poetry, art and craft and thus was born the 

world famous Book Café. Since then the Book 

Café has nurtured and promoted music and the 

arts under Paul Brickhill’s inspired leadership. 

Together with its sister organisation, Pamberi 

Trust, the Book Café has hosted over ten 

thousand shows and events, launched dozens of 

new artists, promoted Zimbabwean and African 

music, literature and poetry, provided a venue 

for political and topical dialogue and become a 

much loved and iconic beacon of artistic 

freedom and excellence.  

 

In 2011 Paul Brickhill received a NAMA 

Award for services to the arts and in 2012 he 

was awarded a Prince Klaus Award by the 

Government of the Netherlands in recognition 

of his role in establishing the Book Café and 

his own life-long commitment to promoting the 

arts. [On September 25
th

] Paul Brickhill 

received the Artwatch Africa Lifetime 

Achievement Award on the opening night of 

the Shoko Festival in Harare. I saw his son, 

Tomas receive this award on behalf of his 

father as Paul could not personally receive it 

due to ill health. I was pleased for Paul but 

little did I know that he would have very 

limited time to enjoy this award.  

 

In March this year Paul and I were invited by 

Davis Guzha, director of Rooftop Promotions, 

to  pave the way  for  the  adjudication  team of 

WENE Music Awards. We incorporated the 

services of Debbie Metcalf (Mtukudzi’s ex-

manager), Nigel Munyati, Joyce Makwenda 

and Albert Nyathi and chose Paul Brickhill to 

lead the team. In no time at all, he had put 

together a comprehensive list of categories for 

those musicians who deserved to be nominated 

for the awards. The Awards ceremony was 

scheduled for October 29
th

 this year but, 

unfortunately, due to Paul’s illness and other 

factors, we decided to postpone. Little did we 

know Paul was never going to make his WENE 

Awards dream. We ask, why Paul? But in the 

final analysis, it is our conception of death 

which decides the answers to all the questions 

life puts to us. 

 

Liberation to Paul must have taken on a far 

broader meaning, a more endless task, a story 

that needed more than one writer, a mural that 

had loops of spray cans and popped paint tins 

beneath it open to all. We could all learn 

something from him, that liberation is not an 

event, it is a process with no end in sight…and 

that’s what makes it unpredictable, frustrating 

and beautiful. –  Dikson, Kalabashmedia.com 

 

Paul is survived by his brother, fellow war 

veteran Jeremy Brickhill, his first wife, Pat and 

his second wife, Jennifer, and his four children, 

Tomas, Liam, Amy and Declan.  

 

Farewell, Paul. You did a lot not only for the 

arts in Zimbabwe but also for Zimbabwe’s 

liberation. If I were the authority with power, 

you would be buried at Heroes Acre because 

you are my hero. May your dear soul rest in 

eternal peace. 

 

This tribute to Paul Brickhill, 1958-2014, was 

originally published on the NewsDay website 

on 7 October 2014. It is reprinted here by kind 

permission of its author, the educationalist and 

musicologist Fred Zindi.  
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BZS 33RD Annual General Meeting - feedback 
 
The BZS AGM was held on Saturday 25 

October at St James’ Church Hall in Islington, 

north London. Chair Knox Chitiyo reported 

that the Society was stable; a fall in 

membership revenue had been offset by 

savings on members’ mailings. The Research 

Day had been less successful than in previous 

years in securing grant funding, which had 

contributed to an overall net loss in the 

accounts of just over £500.  The main aim over 

the coming year was to increase income, and 

ideally to retain the Society’s membership at a 

minimum of 300, including younger people.  

 

The Executive was reviewing the Society’s 

Constitution, in a consultative process led by 

Millius Palayiwa. The aim was to present 

amendments to the membership for approval at 

the 2015 AGM. Ideas and comments were 

welcome from members over the year ahead to 

feed into the discussion.  

 

The BZS 2014 Research Day had been held 

on 21 June at St Antony’s College on the 

theme of Politics, Culture and Identity in 

Zimbabwe and its Diasporas. The event had 

attracted more interest and excitement than in 

previous years, and a good turn out.   It had 

contributed to the launch of books by 

McDonald Lewanyika and Dominic Pasura.  

The Society was keen to support up and 

coming talent, both well-known and less well-

known.  The Research Day was becoming 

increasingly important as a means to support 

the serious academic community in Zimbabwe, 

in view of negative developments at the 

University of Zimbabwe.  

 

The 2015 Research Day would be held on 20 

June 2015 on the theme of Religion, Education 

and Economy in Zimbabwe and the Diasporas. 

Panels were being developed in consultation 

with the Society’s partners and funding was 

being sought.  

 

Knox invited members to give feedback on the 

idea of a BZS networking day for linking 

organisations and charities supporting projects 

in Zimbabwe.  

 

Overall, the BZS’s role continued to be that of 

supporting discussion and debate, and of 

supporting community projects in Zimbabwe 

and the diaspora.  The chair thanked the 

Executive and all the membership for their 

support. 

 

Treasurer Margaret Ling drew everyone’s 

attention to the increased Research Day 

registration income due to improved marketing 

and the potential for achieving breakeven by 

increasing attendance to the 100-plus mark.   

 

Mutsai Hove, membership secretary, pointed 

out that BZS membership needed to be more 

accessible and payment made easier.  The BZS 

needed to be clearer about the benefits that it 

offered to members.  

 

Jenny Vaughan, information officer, reminded 

everyone that the members’ email forum was a 

resource to be used for discussion and 

information exchange. It was easy to post 

messages and she encouraged members to 

make more use of it. 

 

Rose Hamilton, for the Stevenage-Kadoma 

Link Association (SKLA), reported that the 

SKLA had celebrated 25 years of linking in 

2014. Stevenage Council had agreed to put up 

a signpost with the distance to Kadoma outside 

the council building, to add to those already in 

place for Stevenage’s other twinned towns.  

Other anniversary events had included an 

international football match, hosting four 

visitors from Kadoma in the course of the year, 

and fund-raising for a Children’s Life Centre.  

 

Following the formal close of of the AGM and 

a refreshment break, a guest speaker panel of 

Tom Benyon from Zimbabwe A National 

Emergency (ZANE) and Na Ncube from The 

Global Native and Turning Matabeleland 

Green, addressed the meeting.   
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AGM guest speakers - Development and the Diaspora 
 

Following the AGM we welcomed two guest 

speakers to talk on Development and the 

Diaspora. 

 

Zimbabwe A National Emergency (ZANE) 

 

Our first speaker, Tom Benyon gave us an 

overview of the work undertaken by his charity, 

Zimbabwe A National Emergency (ZANE). He 

started the charity in 2001 after visiting 

Zimbabwe and meeting people who were 

‘forgotten and helpless.’ ZANE is now the 

largest charity operating in Zimbabwe other than 

international food programmes. It has 26 staff 

working in Harare, Bulawayo and Marondera.  

 

ZANE is a relational charity which works with 

people it has come to know. Among its 

programmes are:  

 

 Supporting over 2,600 elderly, impoverished 

people, many of whom have been left behind 

after their relatives have emigrated;  

 Treating children with club foot through training 

medical staff and setting up centres;  

 Providing support for ex-service personnel; 

 Supplying hearing aids; 

 Correcting harelips. 

Evidence of its success is that ZANE was the 

Telegraph Group Overseas Charity of the Year 

in 2010/11. An example of one way in which 

ZANE raises significant funds is the sponsored 

walk from Ambleside to Oxford undertaken by 

Tom and his wife this summer. However, many 

of the charity’s donors are aged 50 or over and 

the charity needs to find younger donors so that 

it can continue its work.  Tom writes a blog and 

donors receive a book of poems at Christmas to 

thank them for their contributions.  

 

ZANE has set up the Zimbabwe Charity 

Alliance to which 24 charities contribute. This 

alliance should enable the charities to avoid 

duplication and fill gaps.  

 

Turning Matabeleland Green  (TMG) 

 

Our second speaker was Na Ncube from 

Turning Matabeleland Green (TMG), a 

programme which is run by the charity, The 

Global Native. Na described her journey 

towards setting up the programme.  She didn’t 

want to think of poverty in terms of lack because 

that always suggests that the only thing to do is 

to give.  Rather  she  thought of poverty in terms  

                                            continued on page 6

_____________________________________________________________ 
 

BZS AGM - election results  
 

2014-15 officers and executive: 

 

Chair: Knox Chitiyo 

Vice-Chairs:Victor de Waal, Millius Palayiwa 

Secretary (Minutes/Correspondence):Pat 

Brickhill 

Secretary (Membership): Mutsai Hove 

Information Officer:Jenny Vaughan 

Publications Officer:(referred to Executive) 

Web Officer: Philip Weiss 

Treasurer: Margaret Ling 

 

Other executive members: 

Simon Bright 

Pauline Dodgson-Katiyo 

Diana Jeater 

Rori Masiyane 

Bruce Mutsvairo 

Ranka Primorac 

Representatives of: 

Stevenage-Kadoma Link Association 

Zimbabwe Association 
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AGM guest speakers - Development 

and the Diaspora 

continued from page 5 

of people’s loss of the capacity to do what they 

needed to do. That made her think about how 

the loss came about. It seemed the loss came 

from man-made systems which allow people to 

thrive or otherwise. Therefore, she realised that 

in order to fight poverty, people have to create a 

nurturing environment where they can thrive.  

 

Since Matabeleland is very dry, it’s important 

for people to make use of the land they have and 

to grow what grows easily in that climate so 

they have quick returns. Traditionally, owning 

cattle has been a dominant farming practice in 

Matabeleland with over $1 billion dollars 

invested in cows. TMG wants to persuade 

people to sell their cows and invest in vegetables 

(such as tomatoes) and chickens. Since some 

vegetables are water-reliant, the process needs to 

be started during the rainy season when the 

rivers are still running. Development must 

involve change and a move towards self-

sustenance. To achieve this, people need 

training. TMG provides the training but there 

are currently 1,000 people waiting to be trained.  

Rather than working with ‘expert’ partners, 

TMG wants first of all to draw on local 

community knowledge so that people feel they 

own their own development.  

 

The charity sees two roles for the Zimbabwean 

diaspora in the UK: firstly, raising funds for 

trucks through investing in shares, and, 

secondly, building up a platform for policy 

engagement while remaining aware of the 

importance of respecting local knowledge. In 

response to a question on whether diaspora 

groups and charities should get together, Na 

responded that Zimbabwean networks tended to 

be fragmented. Nevertheless, she thought it 

would be useful to provide a simple platform 

where people could attend and listen. 

 

More information about ZANE and Turning 

Matabeleland Green at  

http://www.zane-

zimbabweanationalemergency.com/ 

http://theglobalnative.wordpress.com/2014/07/1

4/turning-matabeleland-green-zimbabwes-

diaspora-direct-investment/ 

 

_____________________________________________________________ 
 

BZS AGM - financial results 

 
Income & Expenditure 

Year to 30 September 2014 

       This year   Last year  

Income 

Membership subscriptions     £2,897.63   £3,021.85 

Other income (incl Research Day)   £2,975.00   £2,202.00 

       ________   ________ 

Sub-total:  income     £5,872.63   £5,223.85 

 

Expenditure 

BZS Zimbabwe Review/members’ mailings  £2,149.91   £3,870.15 

Other expenses (incl Research Day)   £4,227.37   £3,062.18 

       ________   ________ 

Sub-total:expenditure       £6,377.28   £6,932.33 

Total surplus/(deficit)    (£504.65)   (£1,708.48) 

http://www.zane-zimbabweanationalemergency.com/
http://www.zane-zimbabweanationalemergency.com/
http://theglobalnative.wordpress.com/2014/07/14/turning-matabeleland-green-zimbabwes-diaspora-direct-investment/
http://theglobalnative.wordpress.com/2014/07/14/turning-matabeleland-green-zimbabwes-diaspora-direct-investment/
http://theglobalnative.wordpress.com/2014/07/14/turning-matabeleland-green-zimbabwes-diaspora-direct-investment/
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“There are laws that govern our 

world, and when we obey them the 

natural world functions at its best.” 

- Turning Matabeleland Green 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Trade not aid; a 1% increase in 

global trade will produce seven 

times more than all the aid Africa 

currently receives” - Turning 

Matabeland Green 

 

 

 

“Africa is not poor, but many 

Africans live in poverty. We will get 

out of poverty and build Africa the 

same way that everyone else has 

developed – by making our 

resources work for us, and by sheer 

hard work.” - Turning 

Matabeland Green 

 

“Breaking the yoke of poverty will 

take all of us, through productivity, 

wise investment in infrastructure 

and humility in service” - Turning 

Matabeleland Green 

 

Photos: Na Ncube 
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Addressing poverty and bereavement - Vana Trust  
 

The Vana Trust, which works in the UK and 

the Eastern Highlands of Zimbabwe, held a 

Fundraising Harambee in south London on 22 

November to raise funds for their breakfast 

club at St David’s School Nyandoro.  The 

Trust enables more than 500 children, most of 

whom are orphans, to have at least one 

nutritious meal a day.  

 

Vana Trust is a registered charity, founded in 

the UK in June 2004 by Nyasha Gwatidzo. 

‘Vana’ is the Shona word for ‘children’ and the 

charity’s aim is to advance good health and 

education for children and young adults in 

Africa and the UK.  It started with a pilot 

scheme at St David’s, a village school. The 

head teacher helped to identify a group of 60 

children, either orphans or with parents 

affected by AIDS/HIV or poverty, who were 

not able to fund the costs of attending school.  

Vana Trust has now sponsored the education of 

over 1,000 children and the demand to help 

more children is growing. 

 

Vana also supports the school by providing 

other materials such as books and a computer, 

water and  building repair materials.  They are 

hoping to supply a science lab and to raise 

funds for a new nursery school building.  The 

Trust continues to support children after they 

leave St David’s, with funding for further 

education or training, and micro-financing 

support for small businesses. Vana also has a 

water project in the pipeline and are hoping to 

scale up the community’s chicken project.  

 

Founder Nyasha Gwatidzo explains how Vana 

Trust came to be founded: 

 

“My own family in Africa was dying, leaving 

children in very difficult situations. My mother 

became a real campaigner about how we could 

help. We started with her just taking old 

clothes to support these children. 

“I then thought why not set up a small charity 

to help a local primary school, which my 

mother went to herself as a child. I visited this 

school and met with the headteacher. I also met 

with one of my aunts who is a volunteer for the 

Red Cross who lives in the local community. 

 

“I spent some time in this village and could 

feel the hopelessness and helplessness in the 

community. People seemed to be in basic 

survival mode, living in conditions of serious 

poverty. Many people had experienced 

bereavement, but were unable to fully express 

their grief, as this would exert additional 

pressure on their extended families. Feelings of 

loss and anger were therefore suppressed and 

not worked through. 

 

“Vana Trust as a charity was born soon after 

this visit, in my sitting room with those friends 

and family I had been talking to for years. We 

wanted to exist formally so we could fund raise 

properly, and send the money raised straight to 

the children who needed it.” 

 

Vana also runs an eight acre eco-friendly 

organic farm project in Buckinghamshire in the 

UK, with the aim of supporting children and 

young adults with special needs, emotional and 

behavioural problems to unlock their full 

potential with the tranquillity of a farm. More 

than 30 vulnerable people have benefitted from 

attending the farm with 5 people leaving to 

enter further education and over 15 achieving 

employment.  The farm offers work experience 

to special educational needs schools, open 

days, school visits and group visits to help 

families. 

 

More information about Vana Trust at 

http://www.vanatrust.org.uk/   

or from Ms Yvonne Marimo at 

vonne.vanatrust@gmail.com 

http://www.vanatrust.org.uk/
mailto:vonne.vanatrust@gmail.com
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My Dream of a New Beginning 
 

by Shumba Nyamuzihwa ©2014 

Choking thick smoke penetrated through the 

small holes of our compound house. I tried to 

open my eyes to see, but only felt the acrid 

smell of something burning that irritated my 

nostrils. Breathing was a problem. My limbs 

felt weary and heavy. My whole body had that 

familiar heavy pain one endures after a long 

day’s work in the fields. Maybe I was 

dreaming. But still my ears registered faint 

echoes of a voice. It was then when I heard the 

sound of a thin voice persistently calling me by 

name that reality struck my senses.  

 

“Wake up quick Marita, you will die.” 

 

“Out quick, there is no time to waste,” again 

the voice called with urgency. 

 

Lifting myself from a reed mat I fumbled 

blindly for support. It was pitch dark and I 

could not see, luckily a light hand miraculously 

pulled me from the smoke filled room. Outside 

I now felt the intensity of the smell as it once 

again hit my nostrils with a more powerful 

dimension. Tears welled up in my eyes. 

Drifting smoke enveloped the whole 

community. Who could have the guts to sleep 

and breathe in such an environment without 

risking one’s life?  

 

Outside I expected there would be great relief 

but here again the night was frightening and 

intimidating. Then my eyes saw black 

silhouette figures, some muttering, and some 

cursing. What had become wrong of our 

community? Everybody had been woken up, 

their dreams disturbed. Farm labourers were 

milling aimlessly, it was as if they were 

members of a secret cult all coming out to the 

call of a secret god in the night.  

 

Barely a hundred metres away from where I 

stood with my grandmother, a glowing fire 

brightened the night. My heart leapt. Cassa 

Banana was on fire. Who had started the fire 

and for what reason? 

“Baas’ house is on fire”, an astonished male 

voice shouted in the quiet night. Nobody 

answered him. I would imagine women with 

gaping mouth just watched in silence. Was 

there life there? Who knew? Who dared to go 

there?  

 

Despite the intensity of the raging fire now 

burning with cracking fury not a single adult 

dared to go for the rescue. All simply watched 

helplessly from a distance. A single night just a 

single night had destroyed and tragically 

transformed our source of livelihood. Now I 

was vividly recalling, remembering how my 

grandmother had told me of how we had come 

to settle at Cassa Banana as tears slid down my 

cheeks. 

 

“You were only two years old when we came 

to settle here Marita,” she had narrated to me. 

It was then a prime land, and the farm owner 

Mr Schmidt had built his homestead and later 

the compound, which he named Cassa Banana 

as in between the compound houses a line of 

banana trees had grown rapidly bearing fruit.  

 

This was the place from which I was raised 

right from my tender age when I would run in 

the reddish sands frolicking with other children 

of my age.  I grew up to a stage where I was 

now able to adjust to do simple household 

chores, sweeping, cleaning and preparing a 

meal. By the time I reached twelve years I 

joined other farm labourers in the fields. But as 

fate would have it, my father died, followed 

two years later by my mother. Grandmother 

called it a devouring disease that left a person 

reduced to a skeleton. But here and there I 

heard the name, mukondombera, a scary word 

that raised eyebrows.    I could not dare ask my 

grandmother. She was my sole guardian now, 

fending for me and keeping an eagle watch, at 

the same time frowning upon those prying eyes 

of old men whose seductive looks rested on my 

flowering body. 

continued on page 10 
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My Dream of a New Beginning 

continued from page 9 

 

Tonight grandmother had spared my life, in the 

dark she cuddled me and after a long time of 

narrating about our lives at Cassa Banana, I felt 

her thin body shake as she broke down and 

wept. Was she thinking of those good days, yes 

the yesteryears of Cassa Banana as all farm 

labourers lined up to receive Christmas gifts 

and farm produce from Mr Schmidt, for this 

was his habit to please everybody before he 

returned back to his country of birth, Germany. 

Or maybe grandmother was recalling happy 

days in the fields where we picked the strewn 

beans and cowpeas.  

 

At the break of dawn we saw two big lorries. 

This could have been friends of our farm 

owner. They were picking the remaining 

pieces. Cassa Banana was in a sombre mood, 

we felt the remnants of thick smoke of the 

previous night hanging stubbornly the whole 

compound despite the fresh air of dawn. 

Haggard men sat under trees while women 

wandered aimlessly with nowhere to go. The 

compound resembled a funeral.  

 

Slowly the sun once again began to sink and as 

darkness began to set in I could feel the fear 

and anxiety once again grip our once peaceful 

community. Days and weeks came and went, 

and then one day Old Zikomo called everyone 

to gather under the Muhacha tree. 

 

“We have no future, do you hear me!!!” 

Nobody answered him. “We had been labeled 

and the new owner of the land is giving us 

three months to leave”.  

 

Standing there with a haggard look of emphasis 

Old Zikomo was a sorry sight with loose faded 

brown trousers held together by an armory of 

safety pins and his torn black shoes with dyed 

strings which someone had meant to blacken.  

 

Standing forlorn he told it all. The burning of 

the homestead was a well planned act to drive 

away Mr Schmidt for good. The new owner so 

he said had produced the offer letter which 

Baas Schmidt had ignored, and it was because 

of his fierce resistance to vacate his own farm 

that he suffered this fate.  

 

After the hair-raising news of unspecified 

threats that would befall our community 

everybody left with heads held down like dogs 

that had been scolded. 

 

I went and sat under a lone tree. Being the 

month of September the tree had shed its leaves 

and it looked skeletal as if it had no future. I let 

my eyes wonder surveying the small and big 

trees across the whole expanse of forest that 

stood their ground with endurance awaiting the 

first rains. These were lucky trees spared of the 

previous season’s veld fires.  

 

This year there had been no signs for rains, 

once again August came and went without 

rains. No Gukurahundi. The scorching sun 

burnt the ground underneath my bare feet, and 

I imagined the fate of this tree. Would it pull 

on? I now looked around me with resignation, 

cupped my cheek in my palm and suddenly felt 

tears roll down slowly towards my parched 

lips. Would we survive this season? Would we 

eat this year? Questions bombarded my mind 

seeking answers, but who was I to answer. I 

knew already and could see and feel it that the 

community had resigned itself to this 

catastrophic fate.  

 

Months dragged on. Malnutrition and lack of 

sanitation invaded our small community. Cassa 

Banana was cut from water supply lines as all 

main supply pipes where vandalised.  With no 

running water bush toilets sprouted and the risk 

of diseases could be felt. Hunger knocked at 

the door of every house, none would have 

imagined  that  farm   labourers  would  turn  to 

scavenging  and  return to  a  primitive  life   of  

                                         continued on page 11 
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My Dream of a New Beginning 

continued from page 10 

 

hunting mice and burning forests to trap wild 

animals. This was happening now. Was the 

country aware as they watched fumes of smoke 

from veld fires? Along highways that linked 

big cities did motorists and travelers spare a 

thought to our plight? 

 

“Sit here Marita, close here.”  

 

“Now listen to me, you have to search for a 

new beginning.”  

 

“Your life is in your hands.”  

 

“In this environment you can build or destroy 

yourself forever.” 

 

In her old eyes I saw sheer determination. They 

were watery and old but they held me. I was 

her source of hope, so I had no escape route. 

Early marriage was out for I had toyed lazily 

with this idea. It was an irksome sign of 

desperation that had haunted my thoughts time 

and again. I fought hard to brush this ill feeling 

aside. The months dragged on and the fields 

had become wastelands as big kikuyu grass 

grew undisturbed rising up high. Bit by bit, day 

after day the inhabitants left either back for 

their native lands or to seek work in other 

farms. 

Then one day it struck my eyes, the sparkling 

light that seemed like a mirage. My 

grandmother held me firmly. A white car drew 

closer and closer and from it emerged two 

women. My grandmother opened a hand of 

welcome. 

 

“We are Tech Women Zimbabwe and we come 

in peace,” one of them explained. They were 

mellow and kind. After a lengthy conversation 

in which they talked about the power of 

technology, I heard the word computer. No 

strange word to me despite staying in the 

compound for all these years. Before they left 

they promised to come and collect me. That 

night I saw my grandmother’s face glitter and 

glow. Gone were those strained looks. She 

would smile on her own for no apparent 

reason. It looked like the two ladies had 

planted something inside her heart, messages 

of hope. 

 

She related to me everything, the new girls I 

would meet from other countries. Being trained 

and clothed and receiving new teachings of 

hope. Yet at the back of my mind I felt 

tormented by our experiences.  I had a dream, 

for I asked myself was the long suffering being 

experienced by girls and women in 

Zimbabwe’s farms not peculiar also to children 

of Darfur and Central African Republic 

displaced by war. An itching feeling to do well, 

to show the world that poor women and girls 

were capable to express their self worth urged 

me to use this opportunity to realise my dream. 

Tonight sleep could not come, for to me it was 

no longer an empty dream but a true and 

realistic dream. As I waited for two women’s 

return, I had made my decision and I would 

train as a community reporter to make the 

world see the plight of women and girl 

children. This was my dream of a new 

beginning and through the two women’s 

support I would make the world see the 

suffering I had gone through with my own eyes 

all over these years. 
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